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More than a century of manufacturing growth has been led by a move towards centralized mass
production and increasing mechanization.
This has delivered efficiency and consistency, but often at the cost of meaningful work, fair
wages for laborers and large externalities such as poor environmental impacts. Traditional,
localized and often labor intensive manufacturing, collectively termed as creative or artisanal
industries, have typically been relegated to exotic and niche status.
This underestimates the importance of the artisanal industry sector as a key source of viable
and long-term livelihoods for more than 40 million people across India, even as we seek to join
the league of advanced industrialized economies in the world.
India wants to increase the share of manufacturing livelihoods from 16% of GDP to 25% in the
next 10 years. Meanwhile, high-end manufacturing is transitioning to fewer jobs on the shop
floor. The majority of jobs in manufacturing will be created by industries where human-powered,
intensive manufacturing is both necessary and seen as an asset. This points to creative sectors
such as fashion and lifestyle products, with a quick turnover of design, as a major source of
manufacturing jobs in the future.
Age-old creativity, modern manufacturing
India has the widest variety of hand skills and intellectual property, along with 60% of the global
workforce in the informal sector of creative manufacturing, which spans materials such as
textiles,
wood,
metal,
ceramics
and
natural
fibers.(http://epch.in/projects/Handicrafts%20Final%20Report_August,%202005.pdf) Not
only is this a great resource for low-carbon- footprint production, but a great employment
generator. There are reasons why India still holds just 2% of global market share in this space.
The lack of organized and compliant supply chains with the ability to supply at scale is key.
Larger corporate players who are concerned with ethical buying are unable to engage with the
scattered, largely rural skill base.
The fear of labor management has further stunted growth in the sector. There is a pressing
need to view this sector from a different lens. This sector requires significant creative input and
quick turnaround in design, within a relatively low cost, fixed framework of investment and
production infrastructure, with a significant contribution of handwork. The creativity is embedded
in stories and techniques that are age-old, but once in the hands of modern designers, can be
transformed into products with great depth and vision for the discerning customer. A case in
point is the intricate double IKAT, tie and die fabrics hand woven by thousands of weavers in
southern, central and eastern India. Crafted with natural dyes, the weft and warp yarns though
independently tied and dyed, when woven together magically reveal the most intricate motifs.
As we discuss the Sustainable Development Goals we see that across Asia, Africa and Latin
America, indigenous populations can cater to modern consumption economies, out of their
village production centers, using the best of modern technology and digital solutions. Globally
compliant supply chains can be designed that are decentralized, as has been done in India.

Built on the backbone of financial inclusion, groups of micro entrepreneur women can be
aggregated into their own businesses, that are professionally managed and can reach scale.
Banks lend to these businesses at lower rates of interest than micro-finance institutions, since
collectivization and improved management mitigates risk. Partnerships with ethical buyers leads
to sustainable business, reducing migration from rural areas, improving gender parity and
alleviating poverty, which are all part of the SDGs. Harnessing the creative power of India’s
manufacturers will help us build a more resilient society for the future.
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